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1. Introduction

Let B denote the class of functions regular and bounded by 1 in abso
lute value in the unit disk Kr. Let Bo be the subclass of B consisting of 
all <y e B with a>(0) = 0. In what follows we assume that / and F are 
functions regular in K1.

We start with familiar definitions of subordination and majorization.

Definition 1. We say that f is subordinate to F, if there exists co e B 
such that f — Fo co-, then we write f -< F.

Definition 2. We say that f is majorized by F, if there exists <p e B 
such that f = <pF-, then we write f < F.

Both concepts are well known and many results point out an analogy 
between them. Aiming at a unification of results involving these notions 
M. S. Robertson [1] introduced a more general notion of quasisubor
dination.

Definition 3. We say that / is quasisubordinate to F, if there exists 
a function g regular in Kl such that

f < g and g < F-,

then we write f«F.
Obviously f« F, if there exist co eB0, cp e B, such that 

(1) f = rp(Foco).
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Here and in the sequel the brackets in functional notation indicate 
the order of operations. Thus f in (1) has the form: f{z) — <p(z)F(co(z)).

In special case when F is the identity function id, majorization and 
subordination are equivalent by Schwarz’s Lemma and f -< id of < id 
of — co with co eB0. Moreover, f < co < id, i.e. f « id.

Evidently <p(z) =1 and co = id in (1) yield subordination and majo
rization, resp.

As pointed out by the latter author, there is another way of obtaining 
a simultaneous generalization of subordination and majorization indicated 
by following

Definition 4. [2]. We say that f is quasimajorized by F, if there exists 
a function h regular in Æ, such that

f -< h and h < F ;

then we write f •<< F.
Obviously f -< < F, if there exist co, e Bo, cpx e B, such that

(2) f = (cpjpcof^Focoj} = (çq-Fjoaq.

In [2] the latter author proved the following

Lemma 1. If f -<< F, then f < < F.
He also put the question whether the converse of Lemma 1 is 

true.In this communication we answer this question in the negative.

2. A counterexample

In what follows we need the following, well-known

Lemma 2. If y>(z) = a0 + cqz + a2 z0 + ... e B, then

(3) |afc|<l, ft =0,1,2,....

1/ la*l — 1» then v(z) — with |»7| = 1.
This lemma is an immediate consequence of a well-known inequality:

fc—0
Suppose that

(4) F(z) = z + A2s2 + A3«s+ ...» »eKlt

and consider

(5) /(«) =» zF^} = z3 + A2z54-As«7+ ••• •
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Obviously (1) holds with <p(z) = z, ai(z) = z2, thus f« F. We shall 
prove that quasimajorization/ -< < F holds only if F — id. Hence the case 
of J1 7^ id and/(z) = zjF(z2) leads to a function / which satisfies f <-< F, 
while the relation f -< < F does not hold.

Suppose, on the contrary, that there exist B and <u, e Bo such that 
(2) holds. If
(6) ^(z) = Ci« + C2Z3+ ...,
^7) <p2(z) = <Pi(a>ity) =b0 + b1z + b2zi+

then by (4) and (5), the condition (2) takes the form 

z3 + A3z5 + A3z7 + ... = (&# + &1z + &2z2 + •••) X
x [c1z + c2z2+ ... + A2(c1z + c2z2+ ...)2 + ...]
= Z>i)c1z + [&0(c2 + J.2Ci) + 61c1]z2 +

+ [M<j8 + 2A2c1c2 + A3cJ) + 61(c2 + A2c2)+62c1]z3 + ...

By equating corresponding coefficients we obtain the following system 
of equations:

(8) 0 = &oci>
0 = 60(c2 + A2c?) + ft1c1,
1 — ft2(c3 + 2J.2c1c2 + A3Ci) + &1(c2 +j42cJ) + 62c1,

The first equation implies one of the following possibilities:
(i) b0 = 0, c± 0 j
(ii) &0 0, cx = 0;

(iii) &0 =0, Ci =0.

We start with the discussion of the case (i). The second equation in (8) 
yields bi = 0 and this gives, in view of the third equation in (8), 62cx = 1. 
By Lemma 2 we see that
(9) <p2(z) — riz2, a)i(z) = t]z, where |jj| = 1.

The equality zF(z2) = rjz2F(r]z), where F(z) has the form (4), implies 
A2 = J.3 = ... = 0, or F = id. (ii). The second equation in (8) gives 
60c2 = 0 and consequently c2 — 0. Thus the third equation in (8) takes 
the form b0Ci =1. By Lemma 2 we see that <p2(z) — tj, c»i(z) = yz3. Again 
zF(z2) =rjF(rjz3) holds for F = id only.
(iii). The third equation in (8) has the form ft,c2 =1 and by Lemma 2 
we obtain <p2(z) = r]Z, a)i(z) = rjz2. On the other hand, jjz = g>i(»?22) by (7) 
which is impossible since (p2 is even and odd while not vanishing identically.
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Thus we have proved that for any F given by (4) the function zF(z2) 
that is quasisubordinate to F is quasimajorized by F,iiF — id.

In our counterexample quasisubordinate function f has a zero of order 
three at the origin. It would be interesting to find possibly a correspon
ding counterexample with =/= 0. Also the relation between quasi
subordination and quasimajorization in case of univalent functions f 
and F remains an open question.
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STRESZCZENIE

W pracy tej podany jest pewien kontrprzykład na to, że pojęcia quasi- 
podporządkowania i quasimajoryzacji wprowadzone odpowiednio w pracy 
[1] i [2], nie są, sobie równoważne.

РЕЗЮМЕ

В данной работе представлен контрпример на то, что понятие 
квасиподчинения и квазимажорации введено соответствующим образом 
в работе [1] и [2] не являются эквивалентными.


